
Level 2: Structured Spelling List 
-ck -ck -all -ill -ff -ss bl cl fl gl pl sl br cr dr fr gr tr sm sp sw 
back dock ball bill cliff bliss black clap flag glad plan slack brag crab drag frill grab track small span swam 
pack lock call fill sniff hiss bliss click flap glum plot slap brat crack dress frog grill trap smell spat swim 
rack rock fall hill stiff kiss bless cliff flat  pluck slick brick crib drill from grin trick  spill swell 
sack sock hall kill bluff miss blob cling flick  plug slim bring crisp drip frost grip trip  spin swop 
tack duck tall mill cuff bless block clip flip  plum slip   drop  grub trot  spit  
kick luck wall pill huff cress blot clock flock   slot   drum   truck  spell  
lick  muck -ell sill puff dress  clot    slum        spot  
pick suck bell till stuff less  club         pr  sn spun tw 
sick tuck fell will off mess           pram  snag  twig 
tick  hell   press           prick  snap  twin 
deck  sell   cross           prod  snip  twist 
neck  tell   across             snot   
peck  well   moss             snug   
  yell   fuss                
c/sc k/sk st -st -ast -ass -ft -lp -lt -mp -nd -ng -ing -nk -nt -y -y P*s -ing -ed -ed 
clap Kent stack list blast brass drift help belt camp and bang bring bank ant by bendy clocks calling asked dented 
click kept stall mist cast class gift yelp Celt cramp brand fang cling blank pant cry crispy cracks camping blocked dusted 
cling kill stamp best fast glass lift pulp felt damp grand gang fling plank plant dry dusty crisps crossing called ended 
clip king stand nest last grass swift  melt lamp hand hang king sank bent fly empty drums dressing camped funded 
club kiss stank test mast pass left  smelt ramp handbag rang ring stank dent fry fussy frogs filling crossed grunted 
crab skid stick vest past  loft  halt stamp land sang sing tank lent my grumpy gifts jumping dumped handed 
crack skill stiff west   soft  malt tramp sand long sling blink rent sky lumpy hands helping killed hunted 
crisp skin still cost     salt limp wind song sting drink sent sly messy jumps kicking packed landed 
scab skip sting lost      limpet windmill bung swing ink spent sty misty planks kissing passed lifted 
scalp sky stink dust      dump bend dung wing pink tent try nasty ponds nesting pecked listed 
scuff  step just      jump end hung  sink went  rusty songs packing picked melted 
  stock must      lump lend lung  stink blunt  smelly spells pecking pressed mended 
  stop rust  -ask  -lk -pt plump mend sung  wink grunt  sticky stamps rocking puffed planted 
  stuck   ask  talk crept trumpet second    hunt  very steps rusting rocked rusted 
     bask  walk kept  send    runt   sticks sending sacked tested 
     flask  stalk slept  spend    invent   tents standing sniffed  
        swept  pond       traps sticking tricked  
        wept  fund       twins talking walked  
                  telling   
High frequency irregular words: about, any, are, before, children, could, does, done, down, goes, gone, many, one, out, our, she, should, what, where, would, you, your 
Literacy Hour irregular words: began, being, I’m, little, pull, push 
 
P* = Plural 


